
Project Proposal: Probabilistic Universal Algebra

Introduction

Universal algebra is a well-established field of mathematics with significant applications to
computer science. It provides an abstract framework for studying various types of algebras
and their properties. An algebra is a pair of a carrier set A, and a set of operations having
the type fA : An → A, for fA being an n-ary operation, instantiating an n-ary operation
symbol f in the signature. Classes of algebras can be identified by equational properties.
A simple example is a semigroup: a set and an associative binary operation on it.

Algebraic structures are everywhere. In theoretical computer science, they appear
for example in process calculi [23, 2, 6], in semantics of programming languages and in
functional programming, in formal languages and automata theory [25, 15, 26, 5]. In
mathematics, for example as groups, rings, lattices, etc.

At the very abstract end of universal algebra is categorical algebra [1]. Category
theory [19] provides an even more abstract framework revealing the underlying common
principles and structure behind (classes of) algebras.

In recent years relaxed/imperfect computation has been a promising and flourishing
line of research. Probabilistic [3, 27] and quantitatively relaxed systems, even as concrete
as concurrent data structures [11, 13, 10, 16] provide the potential for better performance
and modelling of realistic scenarios. On the mathematical side, nondeterministic [4, 9],
fractional [17, 18], and quantitative [20, 14] algebras have been introduced.

In this project we aim at a detailed study of probabilistic
relaxations in universal algebra.

A probabilistic algebra is a pair of a carrier set A and a set of probabilistic operations
having the type fA : An → DA, with DA denoting the set of all discrete probability
distributions on A.

Hence, the operations of a probabilistic algebra do not result in a single value of the
carrier set, but might have different values with a certain probability. In this respect, the
operations can be considered fuzzy, non-strict, relaxed, but actually probabilistic.

These probabilistic operations fit well in categorical algebra: instead of looking at
maps An → A in Sets, we consider maps An → DA which are also arrows

An → A in K`(D)

where K`(D) is the Kleisli category of the probability distribution monad D, see e.g. [12,
24] for an introduction.

Let us point out that we use D for the discrete probability distribution monad on
Sets. However, if A is not just a set but a measurable space, i.e., a set equipped with
a σ-algebra, then we can also consider the continuous probability distribution monad on
Meas, well known as the Giry monad [8], leading to continuous probabilistic algebras.
Moreover, by working with subprobability distributions, one also allows for partiality in
the algebras considered which is another extension worth exploring.

We, the team of researchers in this project, scientifically belong to the border area
between abstract mathematics and theoretical computer science with expertise in:

• universal algebra (Goračinova, Markovski, Sokolova, Woracek);

• probabilistic systems and computation (main topic of research of Sokolova, in the
expertise of Woracek as well);
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• classical probability theory (Bakeva);

• categorical models of probabilistic computation (Sokolova);

• analysis, measure theory, convexity (Woracek);

and hence are firmly convinced that we can take upon the proposed research and obtain
interesting results.

In this project, we aim to mainly focus on universal algebraic aspects as well as their
applications, keeping in mind to possibly further expand to categorical aspects of proba-
bilistic algebras.

Research Goals and Methods

There are many directions that we wish to explore on probabilistic universal algebra, this
project providing a first step. We can describe our research space via a cube. The axes
(directions) of the cube represent:

- The move from simple to more advanced algebraic structures, e.g. from groupoids to
universal algebras.

- The move from discrete to continuous probability distributions.

- The move from concrete (universal algebraic) treatment to abstract (categorical) one.
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The 8 nodes of the cube represent particular goals:

1. discrete probabilistic groupoids concretely,

2. discrete probabilistic universal algebra concretely,

3. continuous probabilistic groupoids concretely,

4. continuous probabilistic universal algebra concretely,

5. discrete probabilistic groupoids categorically,

6. discrete probabilistic universal algebra categorically,

7. continuous probabilistic groupoids categorically,

8. continuous probabilistic universal algebra categorically.

Within this project we will mainly focus on 1.-4., but we will as well use knowledge from
category theory to compare with existing results and possibly generalise the concrete
results that we will obtain in 1.-4.
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One possible very abstract extension is the move from probability distributions, given
by the probability distribution monad D, to an arbitrary monad T on Sets, thus gen-
eralising from probabilistic universal algebra to universal algebra with effects of various
kinds, some of which were studied in [22]. Such work is a long-term goal beyond this very
proposal limited to two years.

Specific short-term subgoals of 1.-4. are to establish and study the classical universal
algebra notions [7] of

(a) homomorphisms and congruences of probabilistic algebras;

(b) equations, i.e., algebraic laws and varieties;

(c) free objects of probabilistic algebras;

(d) Birkhoff-like (HSP-like) theorems;

(e) concrete examples

in our setting.
For example, let us consider the notion of equation, a central notion in universal

algebra. A commutative groupoid is an algebra (A, ∗) with carrier A and a single binary
operation ∗ that satisfies the commutativity equation, i.e. x ∗ y = y ∗ x for all x, y ∈ A.

Following the initial development of [21], a probabilistic commutative groupoid is a
probabilistic algebra (A,~) with a binary probabilistic operation ~ : A2 → DA satisfying
a probabilistic commutativity law with probability 1. By this we mean that all elements
x, y ∈ A commute with probability 1, where the probability for x, y to commute is

pcomm
x,y =

∑
z∈A

min{(x~ y)(z), (y ~ x)(z)}.

We also say that pcomm = inf{pcomm
x,y | x, y ∈ A} is the probability of commutativity of

the probabilistic groupoid (A,~). Clearly, (A,~) is probabilistic commutative if and only
if pcomm = 1.

This is of course just one plausible way to define probabilistic satisfaction of algebraic
equations, within the project we will generalise this as well as explore different possible
ways of understanding equations in probabilistic algebras.

Additionally, we will explore the connections of our approach to existing related ap-
proaches, in particular with results on:

• fractional universal algebra [17, 18];

• algebras with effects [22];

• quantitative algebras [20, 14]; and

• nondeterministic algebras [4, 9].

Work Plan

We intend to kick-off this collaboration project by a visit of the Austrian partners to
Macedonia, in the summer of 2018. During the visit, all members of the team will meet
and specify a detailed collaboration plan as well as distribution of subgoals.

The first quarter of the project duration will then be spent on working within the
research groups independently.
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Early 2019, we plan a workshop in Austria (Vienna and/or Salzburg) with all project
members, where we will exchange preliminary results and proceed with further collabo-
ration. Upon intensive collaboration, individual members of both teams may spend time
at the partner institution on longer research visits (up to 14 days).

In 2020, within the last quarter of the project time, we plan another workshop in
Macedonia where all members will present individual and collaborate research results.

We envisage at least one joint paper per year in a highly ranked conference or journal,
and possible multiple smaller results in local conferences or workshops. We will also
involve young students (bachelor and master level) in research on the topic by providing
them with related graduation thesis topics.

A summary of the project time line is given in the following table.

Winter/Spring Summer/Autumn
2018 — Kick-Off Meeting in Macedonia
2019 Workshop in Austria Individual research visits
2020 Workshop in Macedonia —

As future perspective, we intend to pursue our long-term scientific goals and collaboration
with the help of various funding opportunities. Depending on the amount of results
obtained, we aim at publishing a monograph with all project-related results.
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